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H-Sets in Linear Approximation 
M. BRANNKAN” 
This paper studies the role H-sets play in finding (he best linear Tchcbychefl 
approximation to a given continuous function. A simple definition is given fat 
H-sets and the algebraic theory for linear approximation is developed. We find 
that many of the theorems where the Haar condition is supposed can bc 
generalized in terms of H-sets; thus n general framework for Linear Tchebycheli 
Approximation is made. 
We consider a compact topological space B and &note by C(B) the set of 
continuous real- or complex-valued functions defned on B. Functions in 
C(B) will be approximated in the Tchebychefl‘scnse by the linear subspace V 
of C(B) with a basis {gl , gz ,..., g,,f and the degree of approximation toj’by V 
will be denoted by p(f). For a given /‘in C(B) and any 11 in I’, elements x of B 
satisfying i’,f - Ir jj -2 ‘f(x) -- h(s)1 will be referred to as norm points of /I 
with respect tof; if h is a best Tchebycheff approximation (BTA) to f’by L 
we will merely refer to them as norm points. 
DEFINITION I. The finite subset {s, _ .y2 ,..., _ ), , Y .I of B is an H-set if and 
only if the matrix equation 
has B solution I .- (II . /2 ,..., I,;) with all /, ./ 0. We then write the t;r-set as 
[Si % A( 3 ei, k] where Xi = 1 li 1 , e, := sgn li. We note that this definition 
leads directly to the Haar condition when I’ is a Tchebycheff system. 
X Most of this work was done while studying for the degree of Ph.D. at the University 
of Lancaster, England, under the guidance of Professor A. Talbot, to whom I express 
grateful thanks. I also wish to thank the referee for his most helpful suggestions 
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We will refer to the H-set [.Ki ~ Ai ~ c’; . A] and its point set {.vLj by the same 
letter A4 and to the matrix relation defining the H-set as A(M) 1 =: B, where H 
is the null vector. 
DE~INI~IION 2. All W-set [Xi . hi , .c2 , k] is nzinimai when no subset of the 
point set is,; forms an H-set. 
We see immediately that every set of more than II points of B must contain 
a minimal N-set: aiso a maximal minimal H-set has exactly (YI -i 1,) points. 
Prooj. trbery /I in C’ can br written a:, a g’ (prime denotes transpose), 
with a I ,I . t2 _..., .I,,) and g (Sr . & o ). The theorem follo\vvs when _ I’... ., 1L 
wc consider the relationship 
aA( ,I{) I Ct. 
‘This theorem shows the equivalence of our definition of H-set and that of 
extremal signature [S]. 
Jieazauli I. It’ s is any nonzero scalar then the quadruple [.x-# , ; s A, . 
e, sgn s, k] is an H-set if and only if [x, . A, , tii . k] is. In particular, by taking 
s‘? .~ .- 1, the real (pie) and imaginary (Im) parts of e, are essentially inter- 
changed. 
Then for every linear funcliomll I, on ,Y we have 
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Conversely, if 6 does not belong to S; then the desired conclusion follows 
from separation theorems for convex sets. 
THEOREM 1.2. [f [Xi , Ai , ei , k] is ~217 H-set \tYth respect to V t/let7 there is 
17ojlrrzcfiorz h E V such that Re[eJr(xj)] ; 0, [Im[eJr(xi)] 0] for i I. 2,..., 
k, M.itli slrirt itlequalir)s.for some i. Corwerselj~, if’ there is MO 11 F V .s111’l1 thuf 
Re[e&x;)] >, 0, [Im[r~Jr(x,)] :, 0] jbr i --- 1, 2 . . . . . k. [/7~17 [.u, 1 A, . (1, . X] 
c.otlraim au H-set. 
Proqf: Suppose [xi, hi, ej , k] is an H-set. Then. from Theorem I. I, 
there can be no lr E V such that Re[e&x;)] l;.: 0 for i I, 2 . . . . . L. with strict 
inequality for some i. 
For the converse, let 17 2 a g' and c, (e,g,(s,). e,g,(x,)..... e,g~.u,)). 
Then /7(x,) -- a . c,'. From the definition of linear functionals on R” (or C”) 
and the supposition, it follows that there can be no linear functional L defined 
on R” (or CL) such that Re[L(c,‘)] _ ’ 0 for i ~~ I, 2,.... k. TIILIS from 
Lemma I. 1, the zero vector 19 must belong to the convex hull of the set of 
vectors {c,‘). Hence. there must exist a set of scalars, {A,:. real and non- 
negativ,e, such that 
and the result follows. 
From Remark 1, the theorem follows for lm[e&xj)]. This theorem shows 
that there is a relationship between our definition of H-set and that of 
Collatz [I, 2, 31. 
2. BASIC THEOREMS 
From our definition of H-sets we can see that they must have many of the 
properties of alternants for Tchebycheff systems. We now state without 
proof two general theorems, the first can be found in [I. 2, 31. and the second 
in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose on the poit7t set (x,: of’ the H-set [A-, . A, . ei . k]. 
tlw error in approximating the,firnction.f’b)’ /7,, E V is Ri =-~ .f (xi) -.. II,, and 
sgn R, L;, . Then there is no I7 E V such that 
Re[R,h(x,)] . 0 
01 
Im[R,h(x,)] 0 ji)r nil i. 
THEOKEM 2.2. A fitnction /I,, is a BTA roJhl> V if’and only if the impalit?- 
These theorems lead us directly to the following important theorem which 
was first stated in [5]. We give here a more concise proof and we will refer to 
the theorem ;15 the “Approximation Theorem.” 
THEOREM 2.3 (Approximation Theorem). Giwti a ,fhction f G C(B) ftit 
\I~lriclt MY Itmt to,/trrda BTA M.ith respec! to V. /f’a,fk*fion IlO E 1’ cat1 he ft~~rrxl 
such that u subset of the I~~Y'IJZ points of’h,, Ir,ith respect t0.f; ri:.. s, . .Y: . . .x, . 
is the point wl of at? H-set [.u, . ,I, pi . 1~1 and rlw error R / It,, sati.c/tes 
sgn H(s,i >: . i I. Z..... ii 
0, sgn( it.\-,) /?.,(.I-,)). i I . 2.. . k. 
hence the rc~dt. For the convcrst wc use Th:ot-em 2.2 according IO which 
thcrc is no /+tuptc b (I?, . A.: . h,j) 4Lli.11 t11:it 
lie[b g(.\-)( f( I-) II,,(.i))] 0 (1) 
__.-- ..-- 
for 311 the norm points. C!carly the 4fl 01‘ I:-tuplcs (I,,/ h,,(X)) . . 
g,(-~)l.f(.~) - It,,(s))), where s ranges over the set of not-m points. is compact. 
Thus from Lemma I. I and inequality (I) above, ihe zero vector U must belong 
to the cnnvcx hull of this 5ct of rt-tuples. Hence there exist pohitivc X, . X, .,,_. 
A,, such 111:11 
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forj I. 2,..., n, the x, being norm points. Setting e, = sgn(f(x,) -- /+,(x,)), 
we have 
f’ - h, / i hieigj(.u,) .=- 0 
, _ 1 
for ,j 1, 2 ,_.., rz, which defines an H-set [xi, h, , e, , k]. 
It is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3 that if h, is a BTA to J’by I/, 
then h, is also a BTA tof by Y on every H-set chosen from the set of norm 
points. We now go further and show that the norm points of a BTA to,fby V 
contain a subset common to every set of norm points of a BTA to,f’by V. 
TPHEORES+ 2.4. If M is an H-set [xi , Xi , ei . kj conrained in the set ofnorm 
points of 11~ , a BTA to f hi, V, then it is also an H-set co,?taitd in the set of 
t1ortzr points of h, , where II, is a BTA to,f‘by V. 
ProqJ We will assume that h, and 11, are distinct functions of k’. Because 
I/, , is a BTA tof‘by V, we have for i I. 2..... k: 
Re[e,(f(*~O Ir,(x,))l p(f) _- e,(f(-u,) ~~ ht.\.<)) 
.Th lib 
Ke[e,(lr,(x,) ~- /7,(x,))] -, 0 for aI1 i 
If M is not contained in the set of norm points of /I, . then there must be at 
least one point giving strict inequality. thence from Theorem 1.2, the qua- 
druple [.u, . hi, e, , k] is not an If-set. a contradiction. Similarly. if the 
sgn( f(.u,) --- /I&X,)) do not equal the e; , we get the same contradiction. Hence 
[.Y, I A, . c, . k] must be an H-set contained in the set of norm points of /I? 
We will denote by N(.f) this common set of points which are norm points of 
every R-I-A tt> f’by LL 
DWI~ITIO~ 3. The contour defined by a functmn 17 in 1’ is 
0(/r) ~~ {.Y: x E B, h(.u) ~- 0). 
'~HEORFV 3.5. /ftherc is tie zmiqzte BTA fo f h?$ b.. i/w77 fire sef :I[(.{) lies 
i/r .somc contour O(I7). 
Proof: Consider an H-set M [s; , Xi, e, . k] contained in N(f) and 
IWO different best approximations /71 and /7? From Theorem 2.4, 
/7,(-Uj) ~ /?l(.Y,) 0 for i -=- I , 2, . . . . k. 
thence the points (.YJ lie in the contour 0(/z, - /I.,) and therefore so does 
the set N(f). The theorem follows. 
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THEOREM 2.6. An H-ser M : [xi , A, , e, , k] lies its a contour 0(/l] #‘and 
onlv if’ the matrix A( n/r) has rank less than II. - 
Proqf We consider the set of homogenoua equations 
(.\, , $ . . . . . .\,,I .-i(M) 8. 
For every nonzero a. these equations can be written as 
/i(.U,) 0. i I . 3.. . A . 
where 11 ag’; equivalently. the points ,.x,, ’ ’ lie in the contour O(h). However. 
there exists such a nonzero vector a if and only if rank A(M) is less than II. 
We see from this theorem and Theorem 2.5 that if there is no unique f3TA 
tqf’by V, then N(f) cannot contain a maximal minimal H-set. 
We now consider the dual problem and the standard theorem [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. For each ft C(B) there e.uists a linear ftmtio~lal I!. d<fined 
on C(B) SUI./I thaf L(f) p(f), L(h) 0.fbr all II E V and jl Lx 1 . 
Choose an H-set [x, . h, . e, . k] and define the linear functional L associated 
with it as 
L(f) i h,CJ,f(.\Y,). 
, I 
Then L(/?) : 0 for all h E V and 
L. : f; h, . 
! I 
which sum we make unity. 
THEOREM 2.8. TIM mzaximaf lineur fhctional L. us it? Theorem 2.7 (‘an he 
constructed from an H-set irl the ahore mamer. 
Proof: From the Approximation Theorem we know that some subset of 
the norm points defines an H-set [.x; , A, . c, . /<I. Then 
For any algorithmic procedure we need to be able to construct a function /r 
in I/ corresponding to some given H-set and to ;I function fin C(B). For 
this we consider a set of k equations in (n 1) unknowns u, . a, ._... a,, and n 
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where the H-set is [xi . ;1, , e, , k]. We refer to these as the basic equations for 
[xl . A, , e, , A-]. Observe that a useful specialization is to take, B as {.x,1. 
THEOREM 2.9. A fkction II defned by the basic eylratioru ,fbr 1:x, h, . 
e, . k] is a BTA to f’bj, V 011 the set {x, : i I, 2 ,.... k). 
P~oaf: Consider the basic equations 
h(.Yy) --~ YP, .f(x,). i I. 2..... I\: 
the error at each point xi is (x, hence every x, is :t norm point. Also. sgn 
I./-(x,) - h(xj)] :- Yi Since [x, , hi , e, , k] is an H-set, from the Approxima- 
tion Theorem /I is a BTA to f’by V on the set {xi : i :--- 1. 2..... kj. 
THEOREM 2.10. The,functiotr.s h satisjjsing the basic equationsfor ati H-set 
M [.Y, , h, , e, , k] form a subset qf’ V M4ich is a translation of a subspace of’ 
C’of’dimettsion n - Y, K?here r is the rank c?f A( M). 
Pro?/: The basic equations for [x, , h, . e, . k] can be written in the form 
The last row of the matrix must be linearly independent of the other II rows. 
The theorem follows. 
We can now consider the set of BTA to,/ by V. 
THEOREM 2. I I. The ser OJ“ BTA fo f’ hi, V is giLlen fq, 11~ .-. Q. 114ere 
h, E V is defined by basic eyuaiiotts and Q is a convex subset qf V contaitrittg (he 
zero ,fiitwtion. 
Pro@‘. Every H-set defines a basic set of equations. The solution to an) 
such set say (a, . a, . . . . . a,, , 2). will have the same value ?c in the (n ~-~ 1)st 
position and in the case where the H-set is a subset of /V(f). Y p(f) 
L(f). Conversely, every function i7 such that for a fixed value K 
,f(X() - /7(x;) = a?; for all i == I, 2 . . . . . ii. 
must satisfy the basic equations for [xi . hi . e, , k]. 
From this we see that for any H-set the solution set for the basic equations 
is that set of functions which has ;I constant value for the difference I.\(,\-,) - 
ht.\-,)] where the point set {.u,; forms the H-set. 
Thus the set of BTA off’by I,- must be :t subset of the set of solutions fol 
the basic equations for any H-set in N(f) and hence must be of the form 
l/L Q. where 11~ is a particular solution and Q is some subset of the space of 
solutions in the homogeneous case. The set Q must be convex due to the 
convexity of the set of best approximations. The function il, can be ;I BTA 
to f’by I/’ and in this case the zero function i\ an element of Q 
Consider now the question of uniqueness of a BTA to /‘I~) 1.. First we not> 
that if the matrix A(M) delined by an I/-set ;\f hi15 rank II. then the onI) 
WlLltiOil to the set of homogeneous cquationj 
(a, a, . . . . . u,,) A(M) -~ H 
is the trivial solution. Such an H-set must contain a maximal minimal H-set. 
Using Theorem 2. I I. we can now prove the following uniqueness result. 
Proof. As was shown above. cvcry set of solutions to basic equation\ 
formed from I/-sets in n;(,#‘) contains the set of BTA to /‘by I,‘. In t!le case ue 
are considering. M here there is a maximal minimal H-set contained in the set 
of norm points .V(.i). the solution set to the basic equations formed from this 
particular II-\et consists of 11 unique element which must IX /I. Hence /I is the 
unique ETA to /‘by I 
This theorem ~ho~z that it’ 1’ xatisfics the Huar conditio:l. then cvcry best 
approximation is unique. Thus Theorem 2. I2 includes as ;I special case the 
Haar uniqueness theorem. 
The con\ erse to [he Haar uniqueness theorem can be deri& from the more 
general 
Proof. Consider an /,, such that each #Js,) t, and ,/(.Y, I otl1cr-wise: 
then the first part of the Theorem follows using the Approximation Theorem: 
the BT:\ to f bg I. is the zero function and :1{ i- .Y. ( /;,). 
If rank ,4(:21) .. tl. then M lies in some contour 0(/r) and Me can choose ir 
such that /I I. -rIleI 
is a required function for suitably small A 
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